INSIDE UCLA ATHLETICS DEVELOPMENT

Wasserman Football Center! By funding a seat in the Andrea and Terry Donahue with your unique Season Ticket Holder selection appointment time. Wednesday April 4, at 9:00am, with the seat selection process ending on April 27, seat improvement is based upon Wooden Athletic Fund membership level, lifetime As an exclusive benefit of membership, all Wooden Athletic Fund members receive UCLA Football Select-a-Seat Priority to say "thank you" to our donors.

are left with a host of wonderful memories of Bruin camaraderie. It is a perfect way is always a lot of fun, you get to visit a place you might not normally visit, and you

benefits are the football experiences associated with being a attend exclusive events. Our events are a great way to meet fellow donors, alumni, and women each year.

be for our student-athletes to directly connect with supporters and hear about their support they receive through philanthropy and also what a great experience it can firsthand how rewarding it can be for our generous donors to hear directly from

Taylor Swearingen:

"Support the Education of a UCLA Student-Athlete". This benefit

Zack Rosenfeld:

"My favorite Wooden Athletic Fund membership benefit is the

Lydell Sargeant:

"'Support the Education of a UCLA Student-Athlete'. This benefit

Jill Machuca:

"My favorite benefit is the personalized parking spaces at the Rose

Alicia Junker:

"If you are not a current Wooden Athletic Fund member and would like to join WAF

Drake Stadium track, where there will be giveaway opportunities for unique UCLA

One of the many exclusive benefits offered to ALL Wooden Athletic Fund members

Jeffrey Bates

Antonio Lopez

Lauren King

-Rancho Santa Margarita, CA

-Rancho Santa Margarita, CA

-Jeffrey Bates

-The winner of March's 10K CHAMP10NS Referral Program

VIP Parking to a home UCLA Baseball Game at Jackie

• UCLA Baseball VIP Experience:

We are pleased to announce the winner of the March 10K CHAMP10NS Experience is

-MARCH 10K CHAMP10NS EXPERIENCE WINNER

YOUR MONTHLY RESOURCE FOR SUPPORTING UCLA ATHLETICS AND THE WOODEN ATHLETIC FUND

THE UCLA FOOTBALL ALUMNI VIP SPRING

BENEFIT OF THE MONTH

CLICK HERE TO LEARN HOW YOU TOO

CAN "BECOME A CHAMPION"

MARCH 10K CHAMP10NS EXPERIENCE WINNER

BE SURE TO FOLLOW UCLA COMPLIANCE ON TWITTER: @UCLACOMPLIANCE

Your donation does not include items obtained from UCLA Athletics (see above);

You make the donation on your own accord and not at the direction of

program, provided:
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